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ABSTRACT

The paper presents interrogative intonational patterns of two
Bulgarian Romani dialects: Kalderaš and Sofia Erli within an
autosegmental framework. Both are representatives of the two
main groups of the South-Eastern Romani dialects, namely the
Vlach- and the Non-Vlach-dialects. Kalderaš is considered to be
influenced by Romanian, the latter claim being partially
supported by our intonation data. The investigation results posit
questions concerning the nature, i.e. the devision of the
intonational tones into ‘starred’ and ‘edge tones’. We have tried
to tackle these problems by using examples from our data which
give evidence for a more abstract phonological view than
suggested in standard autosegmental intonational theory. Sofia
Erli has a well established and in some sense simple inventory
of phonological tones where the ‘spreading’ of the high ‘phrase
accent’ (H-L%) is a main characteristic feature of ‘polite
questions’.

1.  INTRODUCTION
The two Bulgarian Romani dialects under consideration
represent the two main South-Eastern Romani dialects after
Gilliat-Smith [1], namely the Vlach- and the Non-Vlach-
dialects. The former are considered to have remained under
strong Romanian influence which is manifested also
phonetically: in Kalderaš for example in the loss of the typical
Romani affricates /tÉÉSH/ and /dÉZ/ and their pronunciation as
palatal-alveolar fricatives /˛/ and /¸/; in the occurrence of two
typically Romanian central vowels /´/ and /ˆ/; ‘yes-no’-questions
are rarely formed by means of the Bulgarian interrogative
partical li and the intonation becomes the sole marker of
‘interrogativeness’ as it is known for Romanian. Sofia Erli
displays certain Bulgarian influence on segmental level, e.g. the
typical reduction of the unstressed back vowels or the
neutralisation of the opposition voiced vs. voiceless obstruents
in final position. There are many examples of Bulgarian
influence of the lexical level, yet the most pertinent one here is
the regular formation of ‘yes-no’-questions by means of the
interrogative particle li. However, at the more abstract
intonational level no considerable Bulgarian influence occurs.

2. THE DATA
For Sofia Erli, recordings were conducted in 2 sessions with 3
female speakers - 29, 42 and 60 year-old cleaners at the
University of Sofia. For Kalderaš 2 recordings were conducted
in 2 sessions with one female informant

3. ANALYSIS
All recordings were analysed first perceptually and then
acoustically by means of X-Waves with the ToBI-tone inventory
available at the Institute of Phonetics, University of Saarland.
All examples were sub-jected to a second control tonal analysis
at the Institute of Natural Language Processing, University of
Stuttgart. The transcription in Tables 1and 2 is fairly close to
the ToBI notation. For the Kalderaš ‘yes-no’-questions a more
strictly based phonological version is offered too.

4. RESULTS
The results are presented for Kalderaš in Table 1 and Fig. 1-5;
for Sofia Erli in Table 2 and in Fig. 6. Our choice of the
examples is based on the objective of providing a
comprehensive picture of the occuring tunes and their different
pragmatic functions.

4.1.  WH-questions
It seems that in Kalderaš the nuclear accent lies on the wh-word,
but a secondary accent normally on the verb can also be
suggested (see 5.) to be audible. The WH-questions end usually
low, i.e. L-L%. The pattern L* L-H% sounds ‘stylized’ i.e.
‘singing’ and could be inter-preted as a polite question (for
phonological interpretaion of all L*L-H%-patterns see 5. and
6.).
In Erli the patterns of prominence often associate only with the
wh-word, but the nucleus can occur also after it. The LH-accent
tone order in both dialects is available and the L is associated
with the wh-word. Normally, the right edge is L-L% when
unmarked, while that ending on a high level tone - H-L%,
sounds much more polite.

4.2.  Echo-questions
The L-L%-labelling of the tail in Kalderaš captures in our
opinion the phonological representation of the boundary tones;
the latter being subject to the phonetical constraint as in the
example in Table 1 whereby the last syllable of Sar sam ‘How
am I?’ is the nucleus. As for the phonetical presence of the
phrase accent (L-) (also in 4.4.), the problem must be discussed
and tackled separately. However, it will suffice mention at this
stage that the label L% is perhaps phonologically more justified
(see 5. and 6.). In Erli we encounter two differing examples: a.
the ‘li’ particle stands for the question and the nuclear tone
characteristic of Bulgarian ‘li’-
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Questions Kalderaš Examples Accent tones Phrase accents+
Boundary tones

WH-Q 1.  Kaste djan o manro?
Whom did you give the bread?
2.  Kaj z&as?
Where are you going?

L* H*

L*
(L* L+H*)

L-L%

L-H%
(L%)

Echo-Q     Sar sam?
    How am I?

L* H*
(L* L+H*)

L-L%
(L%)

Alternative-Q     Voj k’avel ili ni k’avel?
    Is he coming or not?

L+H* H* L-L%

Yes-No-Q 1.  Mang� s manro?
Do you want some bread?
2.  Ka z&as manca po Dorja?
Will you come with me to the
Danube?
3.  Mang� s te pes paj?
Do you want to drink water?

L*
(L* L+H*)
L*L+H*
(L* L+H*)

L* L+H*
(L* L+H* L+H*)

L-H%
(L%)
L-L%
(L%)

L-H%
(L%)

Table 1. Interrogative patterns in Kalderaš

Questions Erli Examples Accent tones Phrase accents+
Boundary tones

WH-Q 1.  Kozome brešengeri sinjan?
How old are you?
2.   Kozome brešengeri sinjan?

L* H*

L* H*

L-L%

H-L%

Echo-Q 1.  Kozom c&haves si li ma?
How many children do I have?
2.  Sar puc&ljan ma sar

sinjom?
Are you asking me how I am?

L*+H

L*
(L* L+H*)

L-L%

L-H%
(L%)

Alternative-Q 1.  Ov k’avel ili nanaj t’avo?
Will he come or not?
2.  Dnjan li c&hes o manro ili
na dinjan?
Did you give the children bread
or didn’t you?

H*

H+!H*

L-L%

H-L%

Yes-No-Q 1.  Manges li pani?
Do you want some water?
2.  K’aves li manca ako

Dunavi?
Will you come with me to the

L*+ H

L*+(H)H*!H*

H-L%

L-L%

Table 2. Interrogative patterns in Erli

questions is available (L*+H/L+H*), with the tail being L-L%;
b. the boundary tones L-H% mark echo-questions. The examples
for both dialects consistently differ from the patterns of the
echo-questions in Bulgarian and Romanian, traditionally viewed
as their contact languages (see for Romanian [4]; for Bulgarian
[5]).

4.3. Alternative questions
The examples for this question type in Kalderaš are similar to
both Romanian and Bulgarian tune patterns. In this particular

case the patterns of prominence concentrate on the negation - ni;
the IP ends low, i.e. L-L%
In Erli two possible patterns emerge: the first one being
equivalent to that of Kalderaš and Bulgarian. The second one
sounds polite or uncertain and ends on a level high tone labelled
as H-L%.

4.4.  ‘Yes-no’-questions
‘Yes-no’-questions in Kalderaš display considerable
intonational similarity to Romanian: the dialect speakers very
rarely use the Bulgarian interrogative particle li. Table 1
displays two different patterns L*L+H*L-L% and L*L-H% (for
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phonological interpretation see 5. and 6). The L-L%-questions
sound somewhat emphatic but seem nevertheless to represent
the unmarked case. The starred high tone on the right is often
followed by a single unstressed syllable. This makes the
question sound incomplete due to phonetic constraint imposed
on the boundary tone. An interesting problem connected with
these questions is their theoretical interpretation: should the
starred tone in L+H*, which always associates with the last
stressable syllable in the IP, be interpreted as an accent tone or
one must view it as particular case of a phrase accent? We
prefer the notion of postnuclear or secondary accent tone as in
[2] and [3]. The L-H%-questions are somehow ‘stylized’: the
H%-tone is realised in the middle of the pitch range and occurs
on the last IP-syllable which always bears the word stress. This
makes it sound as level tone. The whole pat-tern then is
perceived even by a South-European ear as ‘singing’. Intuitively
we feel that there arises another problem of theoretical
importance connected as in the previous case with the last
stressable syllable in the phrase (see section 5.1).
Erli uses consistently the Bulgarian li particle but displays two
ty-pical intonational patterns: L-L% and H-L%, and they seem
to be independent of the phonetic context. The L-L%-pattern
sounds as the unmarked case and resamles to a great extent the
correspon-ding Bulgarian pattern. Whereas the H-L% pattern is
not typical for Bulgarian and conveys the meaning of politeness
as in the case of the majority of previous quesion types.

5. DISCUSSION
As seen from the previous section both dialects differ
considerably in their intinational patterns. Erli seems to present
a ‘clear’ intona-tional system where the Bulgarian influence is
limitted to the lexi-cal and to the tone sequence level, e.g. the li
partical by the ‘yes-no’-questions and to the LH interrogative
tone sequence in WH- and ‘yes-no’-questions. The patterns with
high end, H-L% (Fig. 6), can be considered as typical of the
dialect. They seem to convey the notion of ‘politeness’. Some
questions pertaining to the phone-tic presence and phonological
representation of the accent tones on the right edge of the IP still
remain unanswered but they go beyond the scope of an overview
paper. The L-H%-type of the echo-ques-tions sounds as its
counterpart in Kalderaš, i.e. ‘singing’. But since our examples
exemplify only one question type and are based on a small
portion of our corpus, any further comments will be unwar-
ranted.
In the case of Kalderaš an old theoretical discussion concerning
intonational universals and local characteristics, illustrated in
the case of Romanian and Greek [3] can be started again. The
‘neutral’ type of the Kalderaš ‘yes-no’-questions always has as
in Romanian an (L+)H* (Fig. 1) on the last stressable syllable.
In our opinion there is nothing peculiar about the interpretation
of this tone in Kalderaš as having double status: as a secondary
postnuclear tone and as a phrase tone. The patterns L*L+H*L-
L% (Fig. 1) represent the broad focus on the VP, with the verb
in a nuclear position (L*). If we take into account the almost
intact casus system of the noun in Kalderaš then the secondary
postnuclear pitch accent can be considered as an expression of
the close morphological and stable syntactical relation between

the verb and it’s complements. Fig. 3 provides a good example
for the H-tone manifesting a double function. The utterance
Manges paj, Ceno? is both question and a vocative construction:
the sequence L*LH (see Fig.2) serves both the interrogation
(LH) and the starred tone in the vocative contour H* !H-L%.
In our opinion the H-tone in the patterns labelled with L-H%
also behave in the same way, i.e. in some respect as pitch
accent, but in another as phrase tone. In our examples the L-
H%-IPs always end on a stressed syllable. In that case the ‘fall’
after the last H can be considered simply as truncated on the
phonetic, but available on the deeper phonological level. The
ultimate point is what status should it be ascribed to the LH-
sequence occuring after the nuc-lear L*-tone. As can be seen in
Fig. 2 the tune tends to be sensitive to the syntactic structure
and the complements in the VP always display the same tone
sequence - L(L)H, the latter in our understanding is an argument
for a postnucler accent tone. Other-wise, the sequence LH
remains as in the previous case to serve the interrogative
function too, so that the high tone can be regarded also as a
phrase accent. In Fig. 4 the only possible nucleus of the question
is the last syllable of the IP (ka) z&as ‘(will you) come’. No
visible boundary tones follow it. The phonetic facts can be then
obviously interpreted in the sense either of ‘either  or’ or in the
sense of ‘as well’. The latter seems to be the case here, if we
take into consideration the double function for the H edge tone
as well as the phonological presence of a following low
boundary tone - L%. In this way the problem of all ‘yes-no’-
questions and L-H%-labelled patterns of other question types
seems to be solved. The example in Fig. 5, exemplifying narrow
focus bud c &have ‘many children’, can be adduced as a further
evidence: the high trailing tone in (L*+)H is phonetically
stronger as the nuclear tone L*. This may reflect the phonetical
realisation of the more frequently occuring broad focus. In
addition to these facts we should mention that the examples
displayed in Tab. Fig. 2 and 4 can be taken as arguments in
favour of the ‘superpositional’ intonation view.

6.  CONCLUSION
The Kalderaš ‘yes-no’-questions and all ‘low rising’
interrogative patterns can be phonologically interpreted as L*
L+H* L%.
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                 (L+H* H-!H%) L*                   L+H* L-L%
Figure 1. Ka z&as manca po Dorja?

Will you come with me to the Danube? &

                                        L+H* L+H*L+H* L+H* L%
Figure 4. K’avav te dav tuki, ka z&as?

If I’ll come to take you, will you come then?

                                                  L* L+H*L+H* L%
Figure 2. Mangâs te pes paj?
 Do you want to drink water?

                                              L*+H L*+H    (L-)L%
Figure 5. Si tu bud c&have?

Do you have many children?

                                                   L*     L+H*   !H-L%
Figure 3. Mangâs paj, Ceno?

Do you want some water, Cena?

                                               L*+H H*              H-L%
Figure 6. K’aves li manca khere?

Will you come with me to my house?
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